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Tall buckhorn rear sight ....................................... #RS-JDV
The narrow base of this buckhorn sight measures .700” long, 

and only .477” wide. Use it on a small 13/16” or 7/8” octagon 
rifle barrel. Made in the U.S.A., this sight is .660” tall to the top 
of the curled buckhorns, but only .318” to the top of the tiny ‘V’ 
notch. Deepen the notch if needed to suit your preference.
#RS-JDV Tall buckhorn rear sight only $7.99

Tall buckhorn rear sight ....................................#RS-JDV-S
This tall buckhorn rear sight has an oversize standard base 

that measures .400” dovetail, and .427” width, for use on a 
13/16” or 7/8” octagon barrel.  Wax cast steel. Deepen and 
widen the notch as needed, to give the best sight picture.
#RS-JDV-S Tall buckhorn rear sight only $7.99

Large buckhorn rear sight .............................. #RS-PA-237
This large rear sight has a tiny ‘V’ notch  centered in a flat 

section surrounded by tall buckhorns. The dovetail base is 
.560” long, .726” wide and .090” deep, as cast. It may be file 
fitted to smaller slots. Use this rear sight on an 1-1/8” or 1-1/4” 
octagon or swamped octagon rifle barrel.
#RS-PA-237 Large buckhorn rear sight only $7.99

Primitive buckhorn sight..................................... #RS-A-59
A remake of one of our most popular sights, this tall rear sight 

has a .366” long base, .666” wide to fit an octagon barrel up to 
1-1/8”. Wax cast , in the U.S.A., the sight is .640” tall, but only 
.340” to the notch surface. No notch has been  indicated. File 
your own square or “V” sight notch with Swiss needle files.
#RS-A-59 Primitive buckhorn sight only $7.99
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Oval buckhorn rear sight .................................... #RS-A-15
This variation of a tall buckhorn sight has a distinctly oval 

sight seated on a small .360” long base, .615” wide. A  standard 
3/8” dovetail is .375” long and .062” deep. Sadly, standard sizes 
are rarely used in this muzzle loading sport, requiring much 
hand fitting in our shop. Wax cast steel, made in the U.S.A.
#RS-A-15 Oval buckhorn rear sight only $9.99
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Lyman’s buckhorn rear sight ..................#RS-Lyman-GPR
This fixed rear sight is intended for a barrel up to 15/16” 

octagon. Tall, to reduce heat mirage, a square center notch 
is cut .070” wide by 0.10” deep. Wax cast steel, made in Italy, 
the dovetail is about .337” long and .618” wide by .057” deep.
#RS-Lyman-GPR Buckhorn rear sight only $11.99
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Santa Fe Hawken rear sight ................................ #RS-A-11
Wax cast in the U.S.A. this style was once made by Cherry 

Corners. A very similar buckhorn rear sight was fitted to the 
Santa Fe Hawken Rifle made by Uberti of Italy, and the Ithaca 
Hawken by Navy Arms. Oversize base is .890” long, .600” 
wide. File the base, to fit it to your existing dovetail sight slot.
#RS-A-11 Santa Fe Hawken rear sight only $9.99
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Buckhorn rear sight ......................................#RS-DRU-BH
This buckhorn rear sight has a concealed dovetail under the 

front and rear skirt. It will hide a rough looking dovetail slot. The 
dovetail is about .385” as cast. It will clean up to a standard 
.375” dovetail. Wax cast steel.
#RS-DRU-BH buckhorn sight, steel only $7.99
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Buckhorn & Semi-Buckhorn
       Rear Sights

Tall buckhorn rear sight ..................................#RS-DB-H-2
This tall semi buckhorn rear sight is blank, with no notch 

cut. File a “V” or square notch to your desired sight picture. 
The base is .530” dovetail and .700” width for barrels up to 
1-1/8”. Wax cast steel.
#RS-DB-H-2 buckhorn sight, steel only $7.99
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